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Verse

F9#5 B6 F7 B6 Cm7 F9#5 B6 Bb+ B6 B07

When the Little Blue-bird who has never said a word, Starts to sing "Spring, spring"

Cm7 F13 F9#5 B6 F7 B6 Cm7 F9#5 B6 Bb+ B6 B07

When the little Blue-bell in the bottom of the dell, starts to sing "Ding, ding"

Cm7 F13 Eb6 Bb/D C7 F9 Bb/D Db0 Cm7 F7

When the little blue clerk, in the middle of his work, Starts a tune to the moon up above It is

Bb6 Bb7 Eb6 Cm7 Fsus4b9 B6 F9sus Cm7 B7+

nature, that's all, Simply telling us to fall in love. And that's why

B6 B07 Cm7 F7 B6 Bb7 Eb6 A9 Bb6/F G7b9 Cm7 F7

Birds do it, Bees do it...

D7#5 G7b9 C9 F13 F9#5 B6 B07 Cm7 F7 B6 B6 Bb7 Eb6 Ab9

Dm7 G7b9 Cm7 F7 Bb6 Ab7 A7 Bb6 D7#5

Gm6 Eb9 Dm7 Fm7 Bb7b9 Eb6 Ebm7 Ab7 Db

Cm11 F9 13 F9#5 C Bb6 B07 Cm7 F7 Bb6 Bb7

Back to A/or tag out